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Dear Families,  
Welcome back to Term 3! A happy start to our inquiry on Amazing Asia with children engaging with the 
range of learning tasks being presented.  

EXTERNAL REVIEW:  
Last Wednesday we hosted Greg Graham from Head Office and David Ness from Cobdogola Primary as 
we participated in our 3 year school review. This provided us with the opportunity to share the growth and 
change of our learners, educators and site as a whole. The review officers were positive about their experi-
ences onsite and gave us some great feedback. Over the coming weeks, we will receive the feedback and 
directions moving forward. This will present us with our next steps for improved learner outcomes. I look 
forward to sharing this with you in future times. Thank you to those who participated in conversations with 
the review panel and were available Wednesday morning!  
SITE IMPROVEMENTS: 
Over the holidays, the site under went more improvements and upgrades, there were also some new discov-
eries made! As you may have noticed, there is a large amount of construction fencing around. There have 
been many underground plumbing issues discovered and we are awaiting Jared Alm Plumbing to fix these 
issues. Until then, the fencing will be retained to ensure the safety of all of our learners and community.  
Mid North Pave and Landscape were working for 3 days at the front of the site to repave the broken 
concrete paths, put in new garden beds and create some paths through the bush tucker garden. This has 
lifted the front space and is a more welcoming frontage. We will continue to discuss the idea of having a 
Kiss and Drop in this area. Steve Heinjus also created a chook shed from the old gas thingo. The children 
are looking forward to learning more about chickens on a Friday and finalising this area over the next 
term. There has already been lots of ideas about the next steps moving forward.  
At kindy, there was a wall removed to open up the space more as you enter. This gives a bright, light and 
happy feel as you enter the kindy and is going to make the kitchen space very functional. The educator toilets 
have had an upgrade and a new cleaning cupboard has been installed to safely store the chemicals and 
products. In the outdoor learning environment, the old wooden playground has been removed for safety 
reasons and some of it has been relocated around the kindy. The sandpit and creek has undergone a full 
renovation with decking, a new creek and sand! It is going to be a well loved space for all of our learners 
to engage with. We have some final work to do in this area including laying lawn at the base of the deck 
and creek and finalising our front garden. If this is something you can assist with, please let Kim know.  

FOCUS LEARNING: 
This term, across the site we have a learning sprint around the use of Heggerty. We are looking to see 
growth for all learners in the area of phonological awareness which will then springboard into their phonics, 
reading and writing ability. Educators are also working to improve our phonics program in the early years. 
Through an audit provided in term 1, we saw the need for further work in this area to assist our learners 
in their understanding of phonics. We will continue to share more of our improvements in this work over the 
coming term.  
In line with our numeracy goal, we continue to work with Lisa-Jane to support our educator knowledge of 
base 10 and the recall of facts. The learners are engaging with this work and are enjoying the games and 
activities that the maths learning brings.  
We look forward to discussing the progress of your learners during our interviews in week 9. Please know 
you can schedule an appointment at anytime to discuss the progress of your child with educators.  
 
Kind regards   Miss Barns  
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WHAT’s GOING ON IN THE AFTERNOONS  

 

 

 

 

Star of the 
fortnight Values Award  

Congratulations Ripley on being 
our star first week back!! 

Will, Todd, Griffen and Isaac 
leading the way in displaying 

our school values 

Sustainable Friday!  
 
Sustainable Friday was great fun in Week 1. We enjoyed the various activities that 
happened on Friday.  
 
We began our day checking out the front garden renovation and 
where they were up to. We spent time discussing the pros and 
cons of Friday’s and worked towards making it work for all learn-
ers.  

 
This term we are focussing our time on researching and set-
ting up our chicken shed and the irrigation for the orchard. By 
doing this, we will need to use lots of literacy and numeracy 
skills and look forward to sharing with this you further in the 
coming weeks.  
 

As we are learning about “Amazing Asia” our cooking will con-
nect with this theme which will take us outside of our comfort 

zone.  
 
On Friday it was very exciting to see our 
painted pavers become part of the path in our bush tucker 
area. We were so proud of our work and the changes at the 
front of the site. Pop in and check it out soon!  



WE’RE WORKING TOWARDS 
SOME BIG LEARNING GOALS!  
KINDY  

Our current numeracy focus is around noticing, finding and creating patterns. Patterns can be found all 

around us; in the tessellating shapes on the fence; animal hides and feathers; and in the rhythm of our 
day.  

 

 

 

Patterns are relationships with some kind of regularity between the elements, and can be linear 
(ABABAB), cyclic (days of the week), growing (like blocks making a staircase) or symmetrical (like a 
snowflake). We have been noticing the patterns in our Base10 number system, noticing how we start 
back at 1,2,3 etc after each decade numeral. We will also be looking for patterns in art and music. This 
week we have been on a pattern hunt and have already found lots!     - Kim 

R—3   

A new inquiry gives us lots of opportunity to broaden our vocabularies!  In the moon class we are collect-
ing new and interesting words that we hear….. Our learning about Japan has brought us worlds like ‘sakura’, 
‘origami’ and ‘kimono’ so far!!         - Mrs Wright & Mrs Jones 

 

 

 

3—6  Multiplication - Arrays  
In week one we have focused on using arrays to solve multiplication.   
 
An arrangement of objects, pictures, or numbers in columns and rows is called an array.  Arrays are 
useful representations of multiplication concepts.                                                    

 

This array has 5 rows and 6 columns. It can also be described as a 5 by 6 array— When equal groups 
are arranged in equal rows, an array is formed.             

                                                                                            
 

    

   

   

 - Ms Kenny 

Last week the Moon Class talked 
about how we feel when we’re 
proud.  Some of us feel warm 
inside and some of us get a lot of 

energy and excitement!  Every-
one in the Moon Class drew a 
picture of what it looks like when 
we feel proud. 

On Thursday we looked 
at one of the most popu-
lar flowers from Japan—

the Cherry Blossom.  The 
Moon Class created their 
own Cherry blossoms out 
of paper.  Just like our 
class all of our cherry 
blossoms are beautiful 
and unique! 



Kids Helpline 
If your child is facing any concerns or worries, particularly with this current unrest, please do not hesitate to call 

Kids Helpline for advice. 
Phone: 1800 551 800   

 
Friday  

Sustainability 

Shout Out 

Happy 
Birthday  
Hannah 

MONDAY 26TH OCT 
Brinkworth PS, Koolunga PS, Spalding 
PS, Booborowie PS 

 
We are preparing for our annual sports day to be 
held in the 4th term.  The date that has been 
agreed upon is Monday 26th October.  This year is 
our sites turn to host and we will be using the 
Brinkworth Oval. 
 
So this is a call out to all parents, care givers Kel is 
setting up a SPORTS DAY Committee to organise 
catering, marking, and a few of those extra job 
that need to be done.  If you would like to be part 
of this awesome help please call the school on 
88462132.  Many hands make light work!! 


